The Fermi Paradox is the apparent contradiction between the high probability extraterrestrial civilizations' existence and the lack of contact with such civilizations. 
discussion of Fermi paradox and many different lines of thought used for its explanation (2, 3) , in the book (4) fifty speculative decisions are resulted.
In (5) Fermi paradox is discussed within the limits of the percolation theory (6) . The possibility of existence of infinite cluster of Civilizations (using the percolation theory terminology) is considered as the answer to Fermi paradox. It is assumed here, that
Civilizations are born at the same moment and that they live infinitely long. Civilizations not belonging to such infinite cluster remain separated, lonely.
We support the view that Civilizations are being born, develop, reach their golden ages and then die. It is possible to understand as dying both destruction, loss of interest to world around them, a cutoff in the development of technologies and the terminations of interaction with surroundings. According to Lipunov (7) , each Civilization has a date of birth and the initial life time limited by some specific factors. Possible reason for disappearance of Civilizations is the loss of interest to development -«the universal cause of death of Intellect in the Universe can be connected with loss of its basic functionsknowledge functions» (7) . We assume, that the unique reason which can prolong a lifetime of the Civilization, is the contact to other Civilizations. The meeting of Civilizations generates the new purposes and objects of knowledge, necessity to use an Intellect.
We propose the following model of existence, development and dying of Civilizations in the Universe. Civilizations are born with the probability n and have the initial life time (time of expansion) 0 T set in advance after which they die (disappear or cease to show itself). Contact of developing Civilizations increases actual life time for everyone contacted on a certain extra time, named further a time bonus b T . We will refer to this model as a Bonus Stimulated model (BS-model).
Further we will use terminology adapted for discussion of Fermi paradox even though the offered model can describe and another phenomena. It is possible to offer the analogy to economy, and in this instance the initial lifetime 0 T is a seed capital of the new formed company. Also this capital defines time of company's independent life, while association process of this company with other companies stimulate the further development, increasing stability of existence of association by b T value etc.
BS-model of development of Civilizations in Universe
BS-model defines the Universe as the cellular automata. The rules of this automata define the behavior of Civilizations -objects which born, grow and die in the Universe. A
Civilization is a set of the cells joined by their "history". Specific for this cellular automata is that its behavior is depended not only on its condition at the previous moment, but on the events which took place in the Universe much earlier, beginning with the births of the oldest Civilization, existing currently in the Universe. In BS-model the depth of "history" is not constant. t to the present moment and will die at the time 0 2T in the future, the Civilization 2 -is born earlier, reached 0 t and dies. Civilizations 3 and 4 were born at 3 t and 4 t accordingly, presently they both form cluster and obtain for everyone a time bonus b T , then they will develop further.
On Fig within the limits of the proposed model will be resolved, if it will be known the values of parameters when the Universe will be occupied by a single cluster of Civilizations or on the contrary, rare or local associations of Civilizations will take place only. In the latter case it is fair to say that Civilizations are separated and we are single in the Universe. 
Considering in (1) that 0 1 T  it is possible to estimate following sum as T . Thus, from (1) one can expect that the volume occupied by Civilizations in the Universe V is directly proportional to probability of birth of the Civilizations n and to cube of initial life time 0 T . gives following values for indexes and  in equation (2) 0.91 0.005, 2.79 0.02
The  and  values calculated on the base of BS-model (3) are close to those found from theoretical estimation (2) and show that overlapping of Civilizations is rather insignificant. Accordingly, the quantity of contacts appears are also insignificant and each Civilization in such Universe will live as we do now: it is impossible to assert "no, aliens is a myth", but it is impossible to prove "yes", as the contact is hardly probable. consecutive association increases so much that allows them to develop enough to be able to form huge cluster filling almost all the Universe.
BS-model with bonus
In Fig. 3 we present the dependence of relative occupied volume in the Universe 0 / V V upon time for T at various simulation times (specified in drawing).
In the language of Fermi paradox we conclude that the older is Universe (longer simulation time), the more definitely it arrives at their final state -transition from split T T  aggregation take place with some probability which, in turn, depends on Universe life time. The longer Universe exist, the greater is the probability of aggregation of Civilizations. For this "globalization" to happen there exists an obstacle, it is necessary to wait, but now our Earth Civilization has hope, hope for contact, of coarse if bc T will be sufficiently large for the contact. T changes simple structure of Drake equation (8, 9) , that defines quantity of Civilizations with which we will be able to get into contact Drake equation (8, 9 ) depends on seven different parameters: some of them concern
Universe astronomical quantities and others are Civilizations parameters shown that there exists a scenario when at the given moment almost all Civilizations are lonely-«there is nothing», however after some, sufficiently prolong time Civilizations will get into a contact and the Universe as a whole becomes civilized. Conclusion is that it is necessary to wait!
